Welcome to the ITC 2016

“The ITC contributes greatly to quality in psychometrics at the workplace and we are happy to be platinum sponsor, attend and speak at this years’ conference.”

Achim Preuss

We are not just sponsoring ITC – we are actively taking part

We will be presenting our research looking at the assessment of creativity and innovation, the role of paradata in psychometric assessment, role of positive assessment in best testing practice and validity in testing pilots.

We very much look forward to talking with you throughout the coming days – whether it is within the sessions and symposia themselves, over dinner, during the breaks, poster sessions or on our stand. We look forward to this enjoyable – and valuable – Congress.

Dr Achim Preuss
Founder & Managing Director

Dr Katharina Lochner
Research Director
Research for reality

cut-e bridges the gap between academics, science and HR practice

- para-data
- positive assessment – PERMA framework
- situational judgement tests
- predicting job performance
- candidate centric
- criterion related validation
- norm calculations
- item format scoring models
- social acceptance
- innovation
- mobile assessment
- adaptive testing
- reliability
- fairness
- enhancing ITC guidelines

Inspired? Full of ideas? Need more brain-space?
Come and collect an external 8 GB memory pen* at the cut-e stand.

Interested in using cut-e online ability tests and personality questionnaires in your research?
Check out: www.cut-e.com/academic-research-portal

www.cut-e.com